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Broken Flowers (Jim Jarmusch, 2005) and A History of Violence (David 

Croenenberg, 2005) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Two men with strange relationships to their own pasts. Bill Murray on a fool’s errand to 

rediscover it, Viggo Mortensen trying to blank it out and deny that it has anything to with his 

present. Murray is expressionless throughout because he’s lost all feelings; Mortensen is 

expressionless throughout because he’s trained himself to hide his feelings, with a view to 

annihilating them, and creating new ones. 

 Murray’s character doesn’t know what’s best for him, and the whole plot shows how 

everyone else, from his well-meaning next-door neighbour (Jeffrey Wright: but is he so well-

meaning?) to his most recent girlfriend (Julie Delpy, a bit too young), conspire to hit him 

where he’s weakest, and to create alternative, chimerical visions of self-fulfilment by which 

he’s bewitched and led astray. 

 Mortensen was once a professional killer, and a sadist, an inventive sadist. He’s now re-

invented himself as a small-time diner owner in the Midwest, with a sexy wife, a cute 

daughter, but a son who looks as if he might be a chip off the old block. Two sad hoods come 

into his diner, and he kills them with a skill and confidence that startle everyone, himself (as it 

seems), not least. He becomes a newspaper and TV hero – and the mob back in Philadelphia 

realise where he is, and come for him. 

 Murray’s drama all centres on the Pie Jesu from Fauré’s Requiem, to which Murray is 

listening when Wright first enters and starts his mind racing in the wrong direction. Murray 

has found peace in the music, and is able to see, on the television, an image of himself as he 

has nearly become – Douglas Fairbanks as a way-over-the-hill Don Juan, in a film made after 

his career had finished. But Wright turns the Fauré CD off, and puts on one which he’d 

bought Murray earlier. Murray has almost come to terms with the fact that he’s no good at 

relationships, and that he may find peace in solitude. Then comes the letter on pink paper, and 

Wright, to plan the whole downhill plot without Murray lifting a finger. Wright is, or poses 

as, a family man, and has the perfect wife, whose cooking is divine. He keeps down three jobs 

to feed his charming and intelligent children, one of whom is very mature and concerned for 

his smoking. But he seems dissatisfied, and still has to live through Murray. Under his 

guidance, Murray is doomed to look for a son, whom his mature reflection tells him doesn’t 

exist. 

 Each of his first three past girlfriends (any one of whom may be his son’s mother) – 

especially Sharon Stone, the only one with whom he sleeps – has a dead-end job, a parasitical 

job, despite their enthusiastic explanations as to how wonderful it is. Only Frances Conroy, as 

the real-estate agent, tells him by looks that she knows her life to be fake. Sharon Stone’s 
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Lolita-daughter implies that her mum’s career as a closet consultant is dumb, but Stone won’t 

agree, jokingly as she describes it. Jessica Lange as the animal communicator who may be 

having an affair with her own female secretary (Chloë Sevigny), seems the most fake, and is 

the most dismissive of Murray. 

 Tilda Swinton as his last ex-girlfriend is the only one who has found a role – mother-

figure to a biker gang, exiled from the world in the back of beyond, who are most protective 

of her happiness, and who lay Murray out for his rudeness and insensitivity towards her. Do 

we gather that she really did have a son (not Murray’s), and that he died? 

 The punch in the face which Murray receives from Swinton’s protectors is the only 

violence in the Jarmusch film. Croenenberg scatters it all the way through his narrative, in 

small but highly memorable doses (John Stoneham Jr., stunt co-ordinator, Patrick Baxter and 

Sean Samson, prosthetics technicians).  

 Part of the excellence of Broken Flowers lies in the quality of the art direction (set 

decoration by Lydia Marks), which skilfully creates the different ambiances in which each 

woman lives. The only one the interior of whose house we don’t see is Tilda Swinton, the 

only one who actively dislikes Murray from his first appearance, and whose domicile is in no 

way one which he will be allowed to enter. 

 By the end of the film he’s totally trapped in the fantasy world which Wright has created 

for him, though we know he sees through its falsity, knows he’s not a father, and has guessed 

that it was probably Julie Delpy who set him up with the first pink letter. He approaches one 

young man of the right age, and, when he runs off declaring Murray to be crazy, Murray is 

stuck in the middle of the road imagining every young man who rides past to be a potential 

son – even the one in the car who looks at him with offensive hostility. 

 As Jarmusch’s camera does a 360-degree pan round and round Murray at the end, we ask, 

will Murray ever be able to listen in peace to the Fauré Requiem again? 

 Mortensen succeeds – just – where Murray, aided or hindered by Wright, fails. He comes 

to terms with his past, and puts it behind him. His wife and son almost accept him in his 

“redeemed” version. His cute daughter, who doesn’t understand what’s happened, does accept 

him, by silently laying his place at table when he comes home in the final scene. But he’s 

succeeded by repeating the primal sin, and killing his own brother (Michael Corleone’s 

crime). His brother asked for it (as does Corleone’s), but that doesn’t make it any better. 

William Hurt’s horrible performance as the brother is one of the film’s highspots. And 

Mortensen’s son has, at high school, displayed a propensity for inventive violence which 

matches his dad’s. They all sit down and eat – but who knows when the family problems will 

surface again? Over coffee afterwards, perhaps. The movie finishes but the story won’t. 

 


